
This document is a guide for law enforcement to help shape the
immediate response to suicide loss survivors after the death

notification or once the investigation has been conducted 
 

PROVIDE 
INFORMATION

that's available. Explain what is going
on and what is going to happen next
in clear, brief, factual terms. Repeat

information if necessary. Don’t
promise or suggest anything that you

cannot guarantee. 
 

It's okay if you don't know what to
say. Just say you're sorry. Your calm

and supportive presence can be
comforting and reassuring. Letting

your humanity show will help to ease
this difficult situation.

BE THERE & 
LISTEN

Don’t refer to their loved one as “the
body.” Some people crave hearing
their love one’s name. It hurts so

much more when no one talks about
the person they lost.

SAY THEIR 
NAME

Be prepared for a wide range of
physical and emotional reactions.

Have first responders on hand in the
event a family member needs

medical assistance. Have additional
support services as needed (such as

an officer, clergy, medical and/or
behavioral health).

PREPARE FOR 
REACTIONS

Ask family/friends if they have
questions and answer all questions
honestly. Keep them together if it is
safe to do so. If you must separate
them, explain in clear, factual terms

what you are doing and why, and
ensure that children have the

supervision of a responsible adult.

WHAT TO DOHAVE A POINT 
PERSON

on the scene who is coherent and
can provide assistance and comfort

to the loss survivors and take
information on their behalf. If

possible, also identify a police point
person to serve as a consistent

contact for the family.

THINGS YOU MIGHT SAY

AVOID 
SAYING:

"What you're going through must be incredibly difficult." 

“I will try to answer questions that I can or get you the information you request.” 

"Who can I call for you?"

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE 
PROTOCOL

to suicide loss survivors

“I know how you are feeling.” 
“Everything happens for a reason.” 

“Be strong.” 



This part of the document  provide additional information and
resources. Colors can be changed to differentiate it from the first

part. 
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MORE ENCOURAGING 
WORDS

COMMUNITY 
RESOURCES

for suicide loss survivors and
those at risk for suicide

they go here


